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Navy Tactical Cloud
Reduce information uncertainty: supporting time sensitive decision-making
Warren Yu
Digital Evaluation and Exploitation Project (DEEP)
Document and media exploitation and computer forensics
Simson Garfinkel
Field Guide for the Science of Computing




Networks of multiple organizations formed on short notice for crises, disaster
relief and humanitarian assistance
Brian Steckler
 
Military Wireless Communications (MWC)




Topic detection, sentiment analysis, detection of persuasion, subjectivity
detection, parsing chat/blogs, conversational thread extraction in chat, authorship
attribution in chat and blogs
Craig Martell
Secretary of the Navy Executive Energy Series
Workshops for senior navy leaders
Sue Higgins
Maritime Domain Awareness, Cross-Sector Operations
Military-civilian cooperation in crises and disaster response. Technologies and
processes for maritime awareness.
Scot Miller
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Center of Excellence for Information Operations (CEIO)
Electronic warfare, computer network operations, psychological warfare, deception,
operations security.
John Arquilla
Center for Information Systems Security Studies and Research
Multilevel security, cyber defense, PKI, high assurance architectures, trusted kernels and
tools, secure systems engineering
Cynthia Irvine
Center for Positive Change
Organizational Transformation.  Positive approaches to building cooperative capacity.
Frank Barrett
Terrorism and Irregular Warfare (CTIW)
Operation and policy analysis of domestic and international terrorism, infrastructure
threats. 
David Tucker and Glenn Robinson
 
Mobile Devices and Communications    
Secure, self-configuring mobile networks, intermittent communications, battle
PDAs 
Gurminder Singh   
Network-Centric Infrastructure
Assess, manage and mitigate associated risks with engineering complexities and
practical importance of networks
David Alderson
Network-Centric Systems Engineering Lab
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